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and it continues!
What you have in your hands is the 

second issue of PAX magazine. 

What did you think of our first issue? 

Surprised? That was just one of the 

many comments we received after our 

inaugural edition, as people weighed in 

on “a quality publication, well written, 

interesting, different, beautiful photos, 

what a good looking magazine, great 

work, congratulations to the whole 

team...”

Each e-mail we received congratulating 

us on the work was unbelievably 

encouraging. We have kept all the kind 

words for those moments of uncertainty 

(and in my opinion, any project of this 

magnitude is going to come with its 

highs and lows), and will look to them 

for inspiration as we forge ahead. 

A recurring theme throughout this 

issue of PAX magazine is evolution and 

adaptation. From Transat Discoveries 

evolving from Rêvatours (pg. 8), to 

adapting to the unpredictable value of 

the Canadian dollar (pg. 50), to travel 

and tourism companies changing 

to meet consumers’ technological 

demands (pg. 15), it is made very 

apparent that in order to succeed in 

our industry – in any industry – individuals 

and businesses alike need to be ready 

and willing to rethink, remodel and retool 

as the market dictates. 

And that goes for this magazine as well. 

As satisfied as we are with our first issue, 

we are even more thrilled to continue 

tapping into the needs of our industry, 

from issue to issue. We will never tire of 

one-upping ourselves and finding new 

and innovative ways to offer you the 

best that we can.  

While I could go on and on, I’ll leave 

you now to dig into your copy of PAX 

magazine. I hope you enjoy it as much 

as the first. While we received plenty 

of comments since we started this 

adventure, I encourage you to continue 

to write to me at marie@logimonde.com. 

I love hearing your thoughts and ideas, 

which helps us further evolve and adapt 

in order to offer a magazine that truly 

represents you.  

Marie-Klaude Gagnon
Publisher

Publisher’s Note
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I’d be remiss not to first thank everyone 
who has sent us feedback following the 
release of PAX magazine. As you read 
in the Publisher’s Note, so many readers 
have been overwhelmingly positive, 
which helps fuel the entire team as we 
work to exceed your expectations, month 
after month.

Overall, it’s been a display of good 
people and a supportive community, 
representative of at least part of the 
reason we become hooked on the travel 
industry; I’d argue that there are few 
professional avenues available which 
allow people to develop the relationships 
we do, especially in Canada. 

Speaking of relationships, this month we 
profile five family businesses who have 
overcome the challenges of overlapping 
personal and professional lives in order to 
continue building successful enterprises 
(pg. 24). You will see that they hold basic 
principles paramount – like hard work & 
respect – which despite the simplicity, 
can often be difficult to enact on a daily 
basis as we get caught up in climbing the 
corporate ladder.

This message connects with that from 
our cover story, where we feature Anita 
Walker, president of Mazuma Media. 
There’s a side to this entrepreneur you 
will discover that many people aren’t 
familiar with, but breaking her story down 
to the bare bones, we find one element 
to her success is simple: integrity. (See 
story on pg. 32). It’s amazing how far 
these basic principles can get you in 
business – extending to honesty, loyalty, 
kindness, engagement – especially if you 
apply them inside your organization and 
work outwards from there. 

Which brings me to highlight our Expert 
Advice column this month, by Dan 
Pontefract, Vancouver-based author of 

Flat Army: Creating a Connected and 
Engaged Organization. Pontefract delves 
into the topic of hierarchy, and while 
some might argue there’s no right or 
wrong approach to leadership, I agree 
with his suggested approach, where 
those in charge work in collaboration 
with employees rather than focusing 
energy on making sure everyone knows 
who’s boss. Again, it circles back to the 
Golden Rule.

With that, I’ll leave you with synopsis of an 
article I read titled, The Best Job Interview 
Question Ever by Chester Elton & Adrian 
Gostick. It’s about Bill Keena, who at the 
time of the situation described was a 
young manager working for a large hotel 
chain. When tasked with interviewing 
MBA students for potential jobs, the 
question he thought most important 
to ask was, “How will you motivate our 
dishwashers?” Only one candidate got 
it right – the answer he was looking for? 
“When the dishes are stacked high, as a 
manager you need to roll up your sleeves 
and start washing them, too.”

“There would simply be nothing more 
motivating,” the article concludes, noting 
how such an act would build respect  
and engagement. This month, I challenge 
the leaders of our industry to roll up their 
sleeves. Hopefully this is only one of many 
strategies you take away from combing 
through the following pages. Happy 
reading!

Editorial
Relationships & leadership

Terrilyn Kunopaski
Editorial Director



From Rêvatours to Transat Discoveries, how this  
company has changed & grown into success

Text : Zachary-Cy Vanasse
Photography : Eric Watters

The Rebirth of a Brand 

setting the stakes



T he new exotic tour operator on the block isn’t exactly 

new at all. Popular for several decades in France and 

Quebec under the name Rêvatours, Transat rechristened 

Transat Discoveries (Transat Découvertes in Quebec) in 2011 

as it expanded the offering beyond the French-speaking 

market for the first time. It was a forward-looking move that 

demanded some calculated uncertainty on the part of the 

company and the people helping to push it into new territory, 

and a new language. 

Having operated as Rêvatours since being established in 1986, 

turning the tour operator into Transat Discoveries and taking it 

somewhere it was virtually unknown required more than simply 

slapping the Transat name and a new logo on things then 

shipping out a brochure in a second language. It also required 

a reimaging of everything the business had done successfully 

for the better part of three decades. 
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Transat first began looking into the possibility of bringing 

the Rêvatours product into the English Canadian market 

in the latter half of the aughts, in an effort to offer a more 

robust portfolio of destinations beyond its traditional product 

throughout various Sun Destinations and Europe. 

However, this being the volatile industry that it is, a series of 

inopportune events - the eruption of the Icelandic volcano 

and a capricious market, for instance - persuaded decision 

makers to hold off on introducing the new product for the 

time being.  

“It was about finding the timing and making sure it was 

right to launch that Transat exotic brand into English 

Canada,” says Dan Prior, the tour operator’s sales director, 

from his office in Toronto’s west end.  After all, timing is 

everything and Transat wasn’t about to unleash totally new  

product into a market if conditions were not favourable 

to its success. 

The winds finally felt right for the brand in 2011, at which 

point Prior, who has experience under his belt within Contiki 

Holidays, AAT Kings, Exotik and Boomerang, was brought 

into the fold to help execute the launch, and guide the 

company going forward. 

Knowing the competition was fierce in English Canada,  

the team recognized that if their soon-to-be newly titled 

company was going to find any success, the product  

would have to be fine tuned to best answer specific  

market demands.  

“We looked at the destinations and the tours that  

we thought would work for English Canada and refined  

them accordingly,” Prior explains. “We had to ‘niche’ 

ourselves.”

We had to ‘niche’ ourselves.“ ”



As such, group sizes were minimized, English-speaking guides 

were brought on board, accommodation style was adjusted 

upwards, and itineraries were made to include more meals 

and excursions. 

“We were looking to bridge that gap between large group 

coach tour product and adventure product,” Prior says.

There was also the issue of choosing a new name for the 

company, a process that brought about its own bevy of 

questions, though it was sure Rêvatours was not going to be it. 

“No one knew what Rêvatours was in the English market, so we 

played around with different names,” Prior recalls. “We had 

a few that we put out there. We had a marketing company 

working with us on the names and we narrowed it down to 

three, Two of those didn’t relate to Transat at all, while the third 

was Transat Discoveries.” 

The question the fledgling tour operator had to ask itself 

was whether or not labeling itself ‘Transat’ was going to be 

beneficial or a hindrance to communicating to its partners and 

consumers that it was a “new” company offering a different 

kind of product. 

Turns out, opting to use the well-recognized Transat branding 

has paid off through its first few years. 

“I strongly believe if we didn’t choose Transat Discoveries as 

a company name it would have been a lot harder for us to 

have made a go of it. It’s just the name ‘Transat’; people 

know who that is.”

The reason being, according to Prior, the recognition 

of ‘Transat’ has helped the company appear   

more  accessible to consumers and travel agents alike as it 

represents a familiarity in quality of product, giving them an 

easier starting point to understanding Transat Discoveries’ 

offerings. 

In fact, the Transat brand played a big role in Prior’s decision 

to join the company. 
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“Being Canadian owned and operated with a long 

reputable standing, there was no question that joining 

Transat was the right call,” he says. “It is a strong brand and 

on a personal side it was a chance for me to come in and 

launch something completely new, with an established 

company.”

With the name chosen and the product refined, Transat 

Discoveries was ready to go out into a new marketplace. 

In order to so, the company devised a five-year plan. Step 

one was to reach out to the travel agent community and 

establish relationships. 

“It was important that travel agents, who represent our 

main distribution channel, knew what Transat Discoveries 

was. The destinations, the style of product, the fact that we 

don’t fly with Air Transat but rather with partner airlines,” 

Prior says. “And also that we weren’t new. We needed 

them to know that we’ve had long term relationships with 

our inbound suppliers. It wasn’t just that the name Transat 

was established, but also that back end. We needed to 

establish trust.”

Through the first half of its five-year plan, the tour operator 

feels it has been able to communicate that message to 

the travel agent community very effectively.

“Everyone knows who Transat Discoveries is now. We are 

established,” Prior says confidently, adding, “Being a part of 

the Transat brand has been paramount for us in that process.”

So now, it is moving into the second-half of the five-year 

plan: reaching out to consumers via trade shows, advertising 

and social media exposure.  

“That’s going to be a big part of it going forward in the next 

two years,” Prior says. “We’ve done a lot of learning along 

the way, we’ve stayed on target, we’ve had the strong 

support from the powers that be at Transat - and we’re 

definitely ready to take that next step.” 
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Rêvatours was established in Quebec in 
1986 and was bought by Transat A.T. in

Transat Discoveries in English Canada consists of 
Dan Prior, sales director, Sherry Brown, business 
development representative - Toronto & Golden 
Horseshoe, and Susie Deveault, general manager.

Transat Discoveries  
offers tours in

Transat Discoveries’ 
demographic are those in the

Transat Discoveries 

includes air  
in its brochure pricing

age range
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The tour operator’s à la carte and 
add-on options are known as  

mini discoveries & 
seaside discoveries,  
and are available preceding or 

following a guided tour

Dan Prior was named the Canadian 

travel industry’s Personality of the year

The vast majority of offerings are four- and five-star for 
brochure product but Transat Discoveries can also do 

customized FIT product

Fast facts
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i  w a n t  m y  w i f i

At the turn of the 21st century the Internet was freed. The introduction of wireless capabilities, 

branded as WiFi, meant the new kind of surfer no longer had to be tethered to the wall in order 

to go online. Suddenly we could move about, but stay connected. 

In the decade and a half since, WiFi has gone from being regarded as an impressive bit of 

technological advancement to what many might perceive as a necessity of the modern 

world. The travel and tourism industry has certainly not been immune to this shift, and has 

reacted accordingly. PAX evaluates some of the changes.

Zachary-Cy Vanasse
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PLANES

It wasn’t so long ago that taking to the skies meant going offline for 

awhile. For some, this aerial absence of connectivity represented 

an oasis of sorts from an environment where we feel inescapably 

connected to everyone and everything at all times. To others, the 

prospect of going offline for several hours while the world below 

continued to turn was potentially panic inducing. 

The good news for those in the latter category is their need to 

be connected is winning out; getting airborne no longer means 

leaving the rest of the world on the ground. And it’s no surprise, 

as Bloomberg Industries estimates the market opportunity for 

commercial aircraft tops US$402 million. 

Helping to lead the push is Gogo inc., a provider of in-flight 

broadband Internet service. The Illinois-based company has 

already equipped some 6,000-plus aircraft with connectivity to 

its network and services to date, a number only expected to 

increase as more airlines look to offer the option in the interest 

of staying competitive. 

Passengers with laptops and other WiFi-enabled devices can get 

online via Gogo’s services on all domestic AirTran Airways and 

Virgin America flights and on select Alaska Airlines, American 

Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Frontier Airlines, United Airlines and US 

Airways flights. Air Canada is now also joining that list. AT&T, the 

second-largest U.S. mobile-phone carrier, will begin offering 

in-flight WiFi connections via its own network as soon as 2015. 

HOTELS

At this point in time, advertising WiFi connectability at a hotel 

or resort seems about as antiquated as those ancient hotel 

signs boasting of “Colour TV!”  Of course, any modern property 

offering even the most basic of amenities provides WiFi to its 

guests, but the big question people are now asking is: Is it free?

Staying connected and not getting charged for it is a top 

amenity guests are looking for when comparison shopping hotels 

today. According to a recent Hotels.com survey that asked 

travellers to rank 33 different amenities based on preference, 

free WiFi ranked number one among in-room amenities, beating 

out the likes of bathroom shower, room size, TV facilities and air 

conditioning, among others. 

In fact, when it came to overall hotel property amenities, free 

WiFi ranked third, behind only complimentary breakfast and an 

onsite restaurant. There are still many hotels that see charging its 

guests for WiFi as an excellent revenue stream, but at some point, 

that additional revenue - which can be hundreds of thousands 

of dollars per year at some hotels - could be outweighed by 

revenue lost due to guests taking their business elsewhere. 

It seems that as travellers continue to make free WiFi connectivity 

a leading priority, the list of properties offering the service will 

continue to grow, and as a result, it won’t be too long before 

those who don’t will seem as bizarre as if they didn’t have those 

famous coloured televisions.
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DESTINATIONS COACHES

While travellers are already making hotel decisions based on 

free WiFi, they may soon be doing the same thing when it 

comes to choosing their vacation destination as more cities 

around the world look to provide connectivity.  

However, the idea of public WiFi has hit its fair share of snags 

along the way. Between 2004 and 2007, cities across the globe 

were announcing that in the very near future, public WiFi would 

be a reality for both citizens and visitors. 

At the time, it looked as though the movement was about 

to become commonplace, but many of the firms promising 

connectivity in the streets encountered a plethora of problems, 

as deployments seemed to run into one deficiency after 

another with many municipalities simply abandoning their 

city-wide WiFi efforts all together. But, as was witnessed with 

in-flight WiFi capabilities, eventually technology conquers the 

hurdles and as more major ventures emerge, citywide WiFi is 

becoming a reality. 

Minneapolis now operates a WiFi network across the entire 

city, while other North American cities, as well as the rest of the 

world, are providing free hotspots in parks and public areas. 

It may only be a matter of time before travellers, more reliant 

on their smartphones and wireless devices for travel than ever 

before, will start gravitating to those destinations that help 

keep them connected free of charge. 

In North America and Europe, more and more escorted 

tour operators are beginning to offer free WiFi to passengers 

onboard their motorcoaches.  

For these tour operators, the benefits can be two-fold. Firstly, as is 

the case with hotels, free WiFi helps operators stay competitive. 

Secondly, it allows guests to share their experiences with friends 

and family as things happen, which in turn is free marketing, 

helping to drive a business’s social media presence. 

In 2013, Globus began offering free wireless Internet on most 

of its motorcoach tours throughout Europe and North America 

and the results have proven quite positive for the company. 

According to one of their own surveys of 3,000 recent Globus 

travellers, 87 per cent said it was a useful tool while 61 per cent 

said they used the complimentary WiFi during their tour. The 

tour operator indicated that 55 per cent of its guests who used 

the service did so in order to send e-mails and text messages,   

and 35 per cent were sharing photos and videos of their 

vacation. 

Other tour operators are following suit, installing routers  

in order to provide free WiFi access on coach tours throughout 

North America and Europe. In this industry, in which 

innovation quickly breeds imitation, you can be sure all other  

motor coach operators will refuse to be left out of the WiFi 

wave as the demand shifts from desire to full-on expectation.
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What the call for “open leadership” in today’s organizations means

Dan Pontefract

expert advice

T he word hierarchy dates back to the 14th century 

and as with many command and control terms from 

long ago, there are religious connotations. Hierós is  

the Greek term for sacred or holy and arkhes is the term for 

ruling. Combine these together and you get ‘head priest’ 

(hierárkhes).

Over the years, Latin, French and English derivatives  

produced similar meanings. By the 17th century, hierarchy 

became linked to the ranks of the clergy, cementing 

its relationship to religion. Nowadays, hierarchy can be 

found not only in religion, but also in the military and in the 

corporate world through defined levels of management 

power and influence.

Whether or not we should blame Frederick Winslow Taylor for 

the inception of hierarchy is inconsequential. Organizations, 

for the most part, have been established in a format of 

management that reinforces the manager-subordinate 

relationship.

The manager represents money, power and the ability 

to control decisions. Sometimes it may have to do with 

knowledge. The more power a manager holds, the more 

money, power and ability he or she holds to control future 

decisions. The link between ‘command and control’ and 

‘hierarchy’ is disturbingly evident.

Employees, on the other hand, are conditioned to individually 

seek out assistance without regard for collaboration  

and sharing because the manager has conditioned them 

to fend for themselves. Fiefdoms, silos and bureaucracies 

emphasize or reinforce hoarding, and employees have no 

way in which to break the centuries old madness.

Internal competition thrives and competitive behaviour 

amongst employees manifests daily. The question we must 

ask ourselves is whether we – as leaders and managers 

inside the organization – can change the way in which  

we manage and lead.

Alain de Vulpian, founder of Cofremca and Chairman of 

Sociovision says, “We are in the process of moving from 

a pyramidal, hierarchical society to a single-story society 

where heterarchical relationships dominate.”

Gary Hamel and Bill Breen in their book, The Future of 

Management, think hierarchies are good at coordinating, 

but not good at mobilizing. “Hierarchies are very good at 

aggregating effort, at coordinating the activities of many 



people with widely varying roles. But they’re not very good 

at mobilizing effort, at inspiring people to go above and 

beyond. When it comes to mobilizing human capability, 

communities outperform bureaucracies.”

Jon Husband, the founder of Wirearchy, treats us to the 

following: “We all know and understand hierarchy – the 

enduring principle of the institutions that govern us and 

in which we work and live. The people at the top of the 

institutions control the agendas and make the decisions, 

which are then “pushed” out and down to be executed, 

implemented, followed. That’s changing.”

I believe Verna Allee sums things up rather well in this piece, 

from her book The Future of Knowledge, “We are currently in 

a state of transition from one worldview to another. However, 

we face a dilemma. Because we have not completely 

adjusted our business models to the emerging worldview, 

we are experiencing emergent dynamics that we do not 

yet understand.” 

To defeat the age-old adage that hierarchy is appropriate 

for today’s workforce – and today’s leadership strategy – one 

must first recognize that situational hierarchy is necessary in 

today’s organization. Hierarchy for hierarchy’s sake is no way 

in which to run a company nowadays. Situational hierarchy, 

however, permits the organization the wherewithal to invoke 

decision-making power as necessary. For example, it’s not 

as though an organization is going to conduct an open 

vote when the senior leadership team and/or board are 

contemplating an acquisition. Situational hierarchy, in this 

case, makes absolute sense.

In my book, Flat Army: Creating a Connected and Engaged 

Organization, I call for the need of “open leadership” in 

today’s organizations. This is the act of engaging others 

to influence and execute a coordinated and harmonious 

conclusion. It really isn’t rocket science. 

An open leader doesn’t merely ask for ideas, step aside, 

and watch things magically happen. She has the gumption 

to step aside, sure, but it’s instilling the behaviors of being 

open, being coordinated and being harmonious through the 

process of getting stuff done that defines open leadership. 

It is she who must create the environment that enables 

open leadership to surface inside a team or organization. 

It is she who must demonstrate humility and vulnerability, 

and be at the centre and visible to her team.

Hierarchy is a relic from yesteryear. To become a truly flat 

and open leader one must forget what was thought of as 

quintessential leadership in a command and control fashion 

and ask, “Can I connect and consider options with my 

employees before I create and confirm the end result?”

If you can’t … then ‘command and control’ will continue 

and hierarchy for the sake of hierarchy will be utilized in 

perpetuity.  Good luck with that. 

“Can I connect and consider  
options with my employees before  
I create and confirm the end result?”

Dan Pontefract is author of the best seller Flat Army: Creating a 

Connected and Engaged Organization and is also Chief Envisioner 

at TELUS. You can reach him on Twitter via @dpontefract or on the 

web at www.danpontefract.com. 
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a walk in the park
The 401 national parks in the U.S. are a pillar to its tourism offering
Text: Amanda Stutt
Photography: U.S. National Parks Service



experience
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E xperiential travel is undoubtedly 

trending in the marketplace, but 

adventure seekers don’t have 

to journey to the deserts of North Africa  

or the jungles of Borneo to feel the thrills 

only Mother Nature’s true wonders can 

provide.

Instead of grueling long haul flights 

or mosquito-swatting in steamy, far 

flung jungles, travellers looking for an 

adventure high can get acquainted with 

the National Parks just south of the border, 

where the experiences that await can 

warrant a tick off the proverbial bucket 

list. From the surreal sulphite blasts of 

Yellowstone or the jaw-dropping depths 

of the Grand Canyon, these awe-inspiring 

landscapes are only a few examples  

of some of the many natural wonders 

that await. 

To honour the centennial anniversary of 

the National Park Service in 2015, Brand 

USA, the nation’s destination marketing 

organization, in partnership with 

MacGillivray Freeman Films, is producing 

a film for IMAX and other giant screen 

theatres that celebrates the USA as a  

top travel destination, focusing 

specifically on the parks and federally 

managed lands.

Dan Reeder, national tourism director, 

U.S. National Park Service, says the office 

is leveraging these home-grown assets 

as a way to draw international tourists. 

“We have a National Parks tourism 

strategy, and that strategy doesn’t 

differentiate the audience to which we 

direct our messages - the message is, ‘The 

world is welcome here,’” Reeder says. 

Apart from Brand USA, the government 

also has its own cooperative   Joshua Tree National Park by Robb Hannawacker
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marketing projects with each individual park and their 

respective gateway community tourism partners. 

“The invitation to visit that particular destination begins with 

that local-based co-op, as those stories are unique to those 

destinations,” Reeder explains. “But when we roll it all up for 

distribution to international markets across all those channels, 

including social media, Brand USA helps leverage it even further 

and that is how we get more frequency and reach of those 

messages, and it works.” 

There are 401 National Parks in the U.S., and for Canadians 

looking to cross the border for a getaway without a big  

time zone transition, Facebook has compiled a Top 10 list of 

the most popular U.S. National Parks, based on “check-ins.”

Coming in at number one is the Grand Canyon, where the 

six million-year-old indigenous red rock formations in Arizona 

deliver a jaw-dropping background for one of the most 

epic Facebook photos you may ever post. 

The number two spot goes to Yosemite National Park, 

spanning the Tuolumne, Mariposa and Madera counties 

of eastern California, followed by Yellowstone National Park 

at number three. Located in Wyoming and extending into 

Montana & Idaho, this particular park’s claim to fame is that 

it contains a gigantic cauldron of sorts, where emanations 

from the earth’s deep core spew up through geysers, and 

buffaloes roam free. 

The remaining top 10 are: Wolf Trap National Park, Great 

Smoky Mountains National Park, Utah’s Zion National Park, 

Rocky Mountain National Park, Everglades National Park in 

Florida, Acadia National Park in the Northeastern state of 

Maine, and finally, the number 10 spot on Facebook’s list 

goes to Joshua Tree National Park in California. 

G Adventures’ USA Hike, Bike & Raft, kicking off in Las Vegas and touring the Grand Canyon, Monument 
Valley, Moab, Bryce Canyon and Zion National Park.

Adventure Center features a three-day Yosemite & Tahoe water sports-focused package. The trip kicks 
off at San Francisco Bay. From there, guests canoe California’s Lake Tahoe before venturing into Yosemite 
National Park. The tour rounds out with a city-stay in downtown San Francisco.

Intrepid Travel offers camping adventures on the shores of Lake Tahoe in Yosemite, as well as Joshua 
Tree and Grand Canyon Park tours. 

Anderson Vacations takes travellers into the wilds of Alaska on a border-hopping Alaska-Yukon Explorer 
Tour. The 11-day trek goes through Denali National Park, with views of Mount McKinley, the highest 
mountain peak in North America, & includes a glimpse into the gold rush history of America’s great north. 

Collette Vacations offers the Wild West & Yellowstone Family Adventure, a seven-day trip that includes 
a stay in the famous ‘cowboy town’ of Jackson Hole, Wyoming, rafting, a chuck-wagon race, ending 
up in Grand Teton.  

Several tour operators offer packaged vacation options 
to top U.S. National Parks. We recommend: 
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Ship Harbor Wave, Acadia National Park 

Everglades Park by Rodney Cammauf

Yellowstone National Park by Frank J Haynes Zion National Park



pax people
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It’s commonplace for many travel industry 

professionals to have began their career 

stuffing envelopes and answering phones 

at their parents’ office before they even 

learned how to write cursive. So many 

people grow up in the business, and 

despite ambitions to step outside the 

world in which they were raised, 

all too often, these products of 

entrepreneurs are drawn back in, 

ready to make their mark & lead 

the next generation of company 

growth. Working with family presents 

its own share of challenges, but 

certain values are more evident than 

they might be in large corporations. 

PAX spoke with some of these family  

businesses, and this is what they had to say:

KEEPING

Family-run businesses aren’t hard to come by in the travel industry; 
perhaps there’s something we can learn from them

relationships

PAX magazine team

“To work with your family is great if you get along – and we do,” said 

Alana Swan, second-eldest of three Swan children who have taken 

the lead at expedition company Adventure Canada. Founded by their 

father Matthew Swan in the late 80s, Alana works alongside her siblings, 

Matthew James (youngest) and Cedar (who has taken the helm).

“The three kids especially really get along,” Matthew says. “They work 

together and they live 50 feet apart.”

It’s this strong relationship that allows the trio to operate an effective 

business, and part of that is having a shared vision.

“We trust, and believe in, and respect and value each other,” Cedar 

says.

They were taught from a young age never to take things personally, 

always aware that everyone’s perspective is based on what is best 

for the company.

“Somebody else’s feelings are not necessarily an attack on you,” says 

Cedar, explaining the mindset. “We don’t waste a lot of time worrying 

about how not to hurt each others’ feelings.”

This relationship between the Swan family is reflected in Adventure 

Canada’s entire staff, they say.

“We like to include everybody in the conversation, not just family 

members,” she continues. “If there’s a decision to be made, it’s our 

company culture to have a conversation around it. We like to keep 

everybody in the loop and to get other great ideas. I think with any 

strong company, it’s not like a dictatorship.”

The Swan Family: Adventure Canada, Mississauga, ON

FAMILY
IT IN THE

Matthew James, Alana, Cedar & Matthew Swan



evolution experience

Gateways International was founded in 1986 by Elie Abitbol, whose 

daughter Talia May recalls answering telephones at the office from 

the age of six. But she originally veered away from any opportunity 

to start her career with the business because she wanted to branch 

out and garner experience elsewhere.

After working several years in IT, Talia eventually felt it time to move 

on, finding her way back to Gateways following the birth of her first 

child. As it turns out, the outside experience that she has under her 

belt has proved a valuable asset. 

Elie says he’s watched his eldest daughter bring forward great ideas 

– a new image, a focus on niche products, a better understanding 

of good service.

“Everything is better than it used to be, which is what I wanted,” he 

says. “Talia came and brought her knowledge that nobody had, and 

by doing that, she was not competing with anyone, and nobody was 

competing with her.”

“It’s not that she is the boss’s daughter. No. She is the piece that was 

needed in this company.”

“My intentions were to help revamp what they had taken so much 

time to create,” she says.

Being able to act out this vision has come from Elie’s ability to trust his 

daughter’s judgment and capabilities. 

“Basically, I believe the fact that I don’t micromanage is essential,” 

he says. 

“If I had been on her all the time checking everything that she does 

she would feel like she is not doing the right job and it would create 

problems. That is with her and that is with everyone. You don’t have 

to be family to feel that way.” 

The Renshaw Family: Renshaw Travel, Vancouver, B.C. The Abitbol Family: Gateways International, Toronto, ON

Renshaw Travel in Vancouver was established by Don Renshaw Sr., who 

at age 88, still works in the office every day. His son, Don Jr., bought the 

business from him in 1993 and is now joined by his wife, Dianne, and two 

daughters, Jessica (24) and Carly (29). It’s a family operation if you’ve ever 

seen one, though neither of Don Sr.’s granddaughters initially expected 

to get involved, having earned a bachelor of kinesiology and bachelor 

of science respectively.

One key to Renshaw Travel’s success story has been its ability to adapt, 

and perhaps credit can be given to the ever-fresh visions coming to the 

company.

“When Don Sr. started, it was all about price and discounting, but everyone 

had to have the same price. He started like a ‘Flight Centre’- guaranteed 

lowest prices...and he actually chartered planes to Hawaii, etc. It was 

very lucrative in those days,” explains Don Jr. “But when the commissions 

went, and the discounting went, we had to switch.”

So now, the business focuses on high-end luxury, for example chartering 

private jets.

Renshaw Travel has also established an online community, leveraging 

social media channels such as Twitter and Facebook by the guides of 

Carly and Jessica. 

“We need to keep up with the times and appeal to the millennial age 

group of travellers. And while there’s so much online, people are becoming 

overwhelmed and asking for help,” Jessica says.

Regardless of occasion – weekend or Thanksgiving dinner – business talk 

is par for the course when it comes to family get togethers, but according 

to Carly, it’s not a problem; “It’s because we love what we do,” she says.

“We can’t escape it,” Jessica adds. “And for Carly and I – it’s like we’re 

sponges and we are taking it all in, and learn everything all the time, 24 

hours a day.”

Jessica, Don Sr., and Carly Renshaw Talia May & Elie Abitot



work hard respect

The Hodge Family: Goway Travel, Toronto, ON The Handa Family: Handa Travel Group, Ottawa/Toronto, ON

Bruce Hodge was never one to pressure his children into joining the 

business, and despite both Adam and Bronwyn originally pursuing 

careers outside of travel, they are now working their way up the 

corporate ladder, preparing themselves to one day take over Goway 

Travel - that is, if their father ever decides to retire.

They collectively agree that there is added pressure on the duo, 

neither of them interested in simply inheriting a big business without 

earning it. 

“As with most family businesses, with the second generation, you 

feel like you need to work twice as hard to gain the same respect,” 

Bronwyn says.

Bruce refers to the company’s philosophies, also known as Goway 

Ways, one of which is fairness. He says he often steps back from 

decisions involving his kids to make sure it doesn’t look like they’re 

getting special treatment. By doing this, he has allowed them to 

establish a reputation for themselves that goes beyond the surname 

they were born with.

In making their way through the motions leading to their eventual 

leadership of Goway, the pair look to their father as a mentor.

“The travel industry is a very complicated industry; you’re not just 

selling a simple product, you’re selling a dream, something that’s 

intangible,” Bronwyn says. “My Dad has seen so much through the 

years, and it’s hard to just learn that on paper.”

Summing it up, Bruce says the secret to a successful family business 

is to never take that element for granted; think big, act small. 

“A big corporation is a big corporation, and we don’t think of a family 

as a corporation,” he says. “I believe in small business entrepreneurial 

values. I think that’s extremely important, and you can’t do that 

unless it stays as a family business.”

Established in 1976, Handa Travel is the product of Inder Handa’s passion, 

a characteristic that has since been passed down to his son, Alex. 

When discussing working with family, both admit to its challenges but 

in one way or another, the basis of the conversation rounds back to 

respect. Inder operates Handa Travel from the head office in Ottawa, 

Ont., while Alex works alongside his business partners in Toronto operating 

S-Trip, which was created in parallel with his father’s business.

The more senior Handa recognizes the different mindsets and 

approaches between himself and his son, so for better understanding, 

there is constant communication between the two. “It’s respect and 

giving each other room to really grow,” Inder says. “He has his own 

life, he has his own thinking – he is his own man…Directly or indirectly, 

I will be there to support him and not get in his way.”

For Alex, this basic principle has helped define the way relationships are 

treated within the organizations, as leadership accepts responsibility 

for decisions made.

“It’s very different when you’re a family business because all the 

decisions you make are viewed as sort of personal decisions,” he 

says. “So, you make decisions in a way that reflect on your personal 

character; how you decide to deal with people and things, it’s actually 

you as a person and not so much reflecting the organization... You 

can’t hide behind the ‘It’s business,’ ‘It’s shareholders.’ There’s no 

curtain to hide behind.”

As a result, for example, rather than simply firing someone, the approach 

is to help that person find a more suitable role within the company or 

improve upon their skills. 

“I don’t think that necessarily means you have to be a family business to 

make decisions like that,” Alex says. “You’re forced to do it – everybody 

in business should take accountability for decisions as people. You 

should never say it’s just a business – it should be what you believe in.” 
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Bronwyn, Bruce & Adam Hodge Alex & Inder Handa
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hotel

Chicago’s Talbott Hotel

This English-manor style property  
is anything but Old World

Terrilyn Kunopaski

T he Talbott Hotel makes a great first impression before 

you even walk in the door. It’s thanks to Charles, the 

doorman with a contagious smile who greets guests 

with the most sincere welcome before they even step inside. 

Located in Chicago’s Gold Coast neighbourhood, The Talbott 

is a member of Preferred Hotel Group’s Preferred Boutique 

brand, a collection of more than 150 hotels and resorts that 

each feature 100 rooms or less (www.PreferredBoutique.com). 

All guests of The Talbott are eligible to enroll in the iPrefer guest 

loyalty program, which extends points redeemable for cash-

value Reward Certificates, elite status, and special benefits 

such as complimentary Internet to members upon every stay 

at more than 500 participating Preferred Hotel Group locations 

worldwide.

a green place  
on the  
gold coast



Built in 1927, the AAA Four Diamond property wrapped-up a 

complete upgrade at the end of March 2014, and though 

keeping with an old English-manor style, the new look 

includes more colour in the rooms plus an elegant, refurbished  

lobby area.

The décor is not something you’ll ever find in my home, but it 

pairs perfectly with the regal vibe of The Talbott. It’s a sure fit 

for the discerning traveller seeking a posh experience in the 

heart of one of The Windy City’s best areas. From streamlined 

check-in and check-out to top of the line amenities, it truly 

leaves no stone unturned in exceeding guest expectations.

During a site inspection with Michael Solis, The Talbott’s director 

of sales and marketing, it becomes clear that despite the 

property’s classic feel, it is leading the way in a number of 

hotel innovations. 

For example, he tells me, this was the first hotel in North America 

to install and offer “the Square i-system” to all guests on a 

complimentary basis, which uses an Apple Mac mini, Apple 

wireless keyboard and Apple track pad, providing access to 

HDTV channels, DVR, Netflix and more. 

I also learn of its commitment to the Green-Seal designation the 

property was awarded in 2008. It boasts the latest technology 

to optimize energy efficiency, with an optional “eco-mode” in 

each guest room. By pressing this one-touch button, staff are 

wirelessly alerted that the guest has chosen to have bed  
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and bath linens replaced every other 

day (versus every day) and the function 

also allows the room temperature to 

adjust within eight degrees while guests 

are out of the room.

Housekeeping staff navigate through 

tasks seamlessly thanks to notifications 

on their individual iPod Touch gadgets  

when v i s i tor s  check- in  or 

out, or click the electronic  

“Do not disturb” and “Make up room” 

options by their door.

It’s aspects like this that make the 

experience near perfect (Don’t believe 

me? Check out the online reviews). Plus, 

there’s a great energy to the place 

thanks to the lobby bar, not to mention 

close proximity to some of the best 

shopping and dining in Chicago. 





Anita Walker
How her journeys in business & faith have intersected and  
as such, encouraged success in both

Text: Terrilyn Kunopaski
Photography: Revolve Talent
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vogue

We looked around and have decided upon our preferred 
looks for flight attendants among U.S. airlines.

Elegance & style

Virgin America: 
Funky, fun, modern, sleek – these uniforms 

look totally professional with a little edge, 

which is why they earn top spot on our list.1
Hawaiian Airlines: 
Flight attendants are ambassadors  

for their home, sporting an iconic  

Hawaiian shirt and a total island vibe.2



Delta Airlines: 
This mainstream carrier’s flight attendant uniforms  

have a bit of ‘pzaz,’ taking a classic uniform and 

making it interesting with some pops of colour.

United Airlines:
This new uniform debuted last year is simple and conservative 

(especially compared to our other choices), but by 

incorporating key brand colours, we think they got it right.

Allegiant Air:
These Allegiant Air uniforms might not have any 

surprise elements but sometimes a classic  

approach can pay off in spades.

3

4

5



I ’m not a gambler; try as I may, I can’t possibly understand 

the logic behind risking one’s own hard earned money for 

a minimal chance at winning more in return. 

Perhaps, if I had ever had Lady Luck on my side for more than 

the most short-lived of moments, I might feel different about 

gambling. But it is very hard to develop any positive emotions 

from a luckless life.  

That’s not to say I’ve had a rough life, or even that I’ve had 

bad luck, per se; I just don’t have any good luck...the kind 

that, say, wins you coin tosses. Even these situations where the 

odds are 50-50 never balanced in my favour. 

All this vexes me a little because I believe it to be somewhat 

unjust. You see, the maternal side of my family has game luck 

in spades. But somehow this gene didn’t come to my particular 

branch of the family tree, which made playing games and 

gambling with relatives a study in frustration. This particular 

frustration was always made more apparent during the local 

county fair. My grandfather, the patriarch of the good luck 

gamblers, would number popsicle sticks in correlation with 

the horses running during the harness races. My whole family 

would sit in the grandstands throughout the afternoon, drawing 

popsicle sticks designating which horse was theirs. 

Sure, I can recall a couple of wins here and there, but the net 

result at day’s end was always in the negative for me. I suppose 

other family members lost, it just never seemed that way. 

Acutely aware of my losing abilities, I was none too enthusiastic 

about the idea of parting ways with my money (money I 

had exchanged to U.S. dollars, might I add) when I entered 

Kentucky’s renowned Keeneland Racecourse. 

Zachary-Cy Vanasse

t r y i n g  t o  
get lucky  
in kentucky
Bourbon, beer cheese & placing bets 

escape



Now don’t get me wrong, I was excited for the experience, 

just not about gambling. 

Kentucky’s horse races have long held something of a mythical 

place in my mind since discovering the State-born writer Hunter 

S. Thompson in my teens. The proud Kentuckian Thompson 

first  gained some notoriety for his satirical “sports” article ‘The 

Kentucky Derby Is Decadent and Depraved,’ a celebration (?) 

of the debasement surrounding “The Most Exciting Two Minutes 

In Sports.” Thompson’s Louisville roots were one of my main 

motivations for visiting the Bluegrass State, and checking out a 

good old Kentucky thoroughbred race was on my must-do list.

It was late October, so watching the machinelike steeds 

thunder around the track at Churchill Downs wasn’t exactly 

an option, as the Kentucky Derby is hosted in May. Keeneland, 

however, was very much in play and featured many of the 

same world class horses and riders that raced at Churchill 

Downs. And apparently it came with a little less of the depravity 

Thompson had described of the Kentucky Derby in the late ‘60s. 

My plan was to take it all in - the horses, the riders, the traditions, 

the food, the drinks - enjoy the southern autumn sunshine and 

keep my money in my wallet. After all, I couldn’t win when the 

horses were assigned by randomly selected popsicle sticks, 

so what chance did I have placing cash on a pony with a 

program full of stats, odds and a bunch of other stuff I couldn’t 

make head or tails of?

However, having avoided the line-ups at the betting windows 

all those years at the county fair, I was intrigued by just how 

much information those programs had on each horse and 

jockey. Gamblers, it turns out, want to hedge their bets with 

a little knowledge. 



Niki, a representative of the Lexington Convention & Visitors 

Bureau, was kindly trying to walk me through the program in 

some attempt to explain just what all the information actually 

meant. I couldn’t help but pour over the names, dates,  

race times, genealogy and more. This was obviously serious 

stuff. I was intrigued. 

Until the beer cheese came out. 

Beer cheese? 

Beer cheese.

I’d heard rumour of the stuff the night before while enjoying 

bourbon and some excellent Kentucky pub grub at The 

Village Idiot in Lexington. But that particular establishment 

didn’t have any on hand, so I’d have to wait until Keeneland.  

Based on what the locals were telling me, I’d have no trouble 

at all getting my hands on some at the track as I learned  

beer cheese, which - surprise, surprise - combines beer  

and cheese in a spread, is somewhat synonymous with 

Keeneland. 

Upon arrival at our table at the track, Niki had quickly ordered 

up the dish in the interest of creating a truly authentic 

experience. I’m not a food writer so I won’t go into too 

many details here - just know that beer cheese is delicious 

and addictive and it was just the first of several excellent 

recommendations by Niki. (She got it right again in suggesting 

the Bluegrass Tavern for some bourbon sampling, which was 

totally in my wheelhouse. I’ve recommended stopping by the 

Bluegrass Tavern to everyone I’ve discussed Kentucky with 

since. Go there. Tell them I sent you. They’ll have no idea 

what that means.) 

Another thing I quickly learned about beer cheese is that it is 

filling. It seemed as though we’d barely made a dent in the 

dish through all the pre-race ceremony, but by the time race 

one came to its speedy conclusion I was feeling something 

stuffed with beer cheese. And so, (momentarily) unable 

to continue consuming, I turned my attention back to the 

program to do some uneducated horse scouting. 

While my horse betting know-how was non-existent, my 

geography isn’t too bad so I was able to deduce that horse 

number five was, like me, Canadian born. In fact, horse 

number five seemed to be the only Canadian-born horse 

I could find in the whole program. I’m not one for omens, 

but if I was going to throw my cash willy nilly into the warm 

Kentucky wind, I thought I might as well be patriotic about it. 

And so it was ordained: Bye Bye Bunting would be the first 

horse I ever officially bet on. Because of the “first time ever” 

qualifier, I didn’t really have a clue as to how to place a bet 

“This was obviously serious stuff. I was intrigued.”



on Bye Bye (I was quickly on familiar terms with the horse in 

my mind) and was, if I’m being honest, a little nervous about 

the prospect. 

Everyone at Keeneland seemed like an old pro, and here I was, 

just some newbie Canuck with two $1 bills in my hand and a 

mild belief in a horse that happened to share my nationality. 

I expected to walk up to the betting window and make a fool 

of myself. I didn’t  even know what to say. Would I have to say 

the words “Bye Bye Bunting” out loud to another adult and 

then hand them money? Would I be judged for not knowing 

the formalities, the idiosyncratic betting traditions, the dos 

and do nots? It was enough to make me think about pulling 

back all together and returning to the table to overstuff myself 

further on beer cheese. After all, I was getting good at that. 

My fears were, however, alleviated when I noticed a helpful 

sign at the betting window, instructing me on how to place a 

bet (state the race number, state the amount, state the type 

of bet, state the number of the horse. ex: second race, $7 to 

win on number 6). 

Well that seemed easy enough. And so - saying goodbye 

to my $2 USD - I approached the counter and declared 

with all the confidence I could muster: “Second race,  

$2 to win on number five.”

In life, some people are unlucky. Other’s just make 

poor choices. I can talk about bad luck all I want,  

but placing a bet on a horse whose odds of winning were listed 

in the program at 12:1 firmly put me into the latter category 

on this one. While I don’t know much about horse racing,  

I know enough about odds to tell me those were not great. 

But they were better than 14:1, which were unfortunately 

where Bye Bye Bunting’s odds had fallen to by the time my 

bet actually went in. 

And the closer the clock ticked towards race time, the worse 

the odds got for me and Bye Bye Bunting. In fact, by the time 

the bugle sounded for the race to begin the odds of her 

winning had dropped below 20:1. 

Despite hope fleeting, I was fine with that. By this point I’d 

talked myself into it being $2 well-spent on taking part in  

this experience, which, win or lose, was already proving to 

be thoroughly rewarding. I had been concerned that I’d 

romanticized the Kentucky equine race experience in my 

mind and Keeneland might be a disappointment. But as I 

went rail side to watch the race I knew that - despite Bye Bye 

Bunting’s inevitable loss - I was deep into this and it was actually 

exceeding expectations.

Just having a horse to cheer for made it all very exciting. No 

matter the outcome, the two bucks were feeling very well 

spent. Besides, I had a belly full of beer cheese; I’d already 

won on the day. 

And then a strange thing happened on that sunny October 

day just outside of Lexington; Bye Bye Bunting started to  

make a race of it. Maybe that second place finish at Kentucky 

Downs a month earlier had given her reason to believe. Maybe 

it was the support of a fellow Canadian out there that fueled 

her on. Maybe, for one magic moment, my gambling luck 

was about to turn. Maybe... 

Bye Bye Bunting had started the race well. She moved up four 

wide on the turn. She drifted a little in the mid-stretch and there 

she bumped Bully Girl. Bully Girl challenged her around the 

turn and gained a short lead out into the stretch before the 

bump. Meanwhile, In Step Dancer ran hard on the outside as 

the race came into its finish. After much cheering and yelling 

and encouragement (“Run Bye Bye, run!”), Bye Bye Bunting 

hit the finish line in first. 
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There it was. A lifetime of bad luck exercised. I couldn’t do 

the math in my head but I knew a horse with less than 20:1 

odds probably paid out pretty well. I was doing all I could to 

hide my delight of finally having bet on something and won. 

Maybe my luck was about to change. 

Or maybe not. 

Bully Girl’s team had some issues with the bump and with that, 

the race was being contested. The sheer joy I was trying to 

cover up one second earlier had turned to a soul crushing 

disappointment that I now had to mask. If “soul crushing” 

seems like too strong a term, I apologize, but after a lifetime 

of losses, getting a win like that felt pretty great so to have 

Bully Girl take it away from me was devastating. 

I shrugged it off on the outside. I should probably apologize 

to Bye Bye Bunting, I thought. It wasn’t fair to bring my rotten 

luck to her when she was running so well. 

And then a moment later the win was official. Before reacting, 

I had to check my ticket and the board a few times. Bully 

Girl’s ridiculous challenge had been quickly overturned. 

Bye Bye Bunting had won! 

I calmly and coolly made my way over to the betting window, 

playing it off like this wasn’t the most thrilling win of my year, 

and handed the woman the ticket. She looked impressed. 

I was proud. I adjusted my tie as I waited. I best look like a 

winner. Then she began counting out my cash. My winnings. 

In the end this equaled $46.40 and the best $2 investment I 

had ever made. It was also the most proud of myself I had 

ever been for something I’d contributed absolutely nothing 

towards. 

I decided to reward myself with a little more bourbon and 

beer cheese.  



Every once and awhile a certain spirit gets its moment in 

the spotlight. These days, the spotlight is shining brightly on 

bourbon, and deservedly so. 

With a record $1 billion-plus in exports in 2013, “America’s 

native spirit” - as it was so declared by U.S. Congress in 1964 

- isn’t just a fine beverage, it’s also something of a regional 

work of art; a local craft of which it seems the whole world 

has taken notice. 

Though officially, geographical limitations on where bourbon 

can be distilled includes the entirety of the United States, it is 

estimated that more than 90 per cent of the world’s bourbons 

come from Kentucky. So what better way to experience this 

modern conversation piece of the connoisseur to its fullest 

than to head on down to the Bluegrass State and take it 

all in for yourself?

It’s easy enough to do, thanks to the creation of the Kentucky 

Bourbon Trail. Member distilleries include Four Roses, Jim 

Beam, Maker’s Mark, Town Branch, Wild Turkey, Woodford 

Reserve, Evan Williams and Heaven Hill as well as several craft 

bourbons included on the Kentucky Bourbon Trail Craft Tour. 

Taking in at least one, or better yet several, of these 

legendary distilleries gives visitors the chance to explore 

and better understand a captivating distillation process that 

invites bourbon drinkers to truly appreciate the attention to 

detail, the subtleties, the craftsmanship, and - perhaps most 

importantly - the pride these distillers pour into their spirits. 

Why is it that the world’s most famous bourbon distilleries 

are located so close to one another? Why are there so few? 

What makes a Woodford different from a Maker’s different 

from a Wild Turkey? Visitors get these questions and many 

more answered (not to mention plenty of sampling) at each 

of these well-curated distillery tours. 

The official Kentucky Bourbon Trail website (kybourbontrail.

com) offers up trip planning advice, itinerary suggestions 

and even a Kentucky Bourbon Trail passport, which visitors 

can get stamped to mark each of their visited sites. 

A Journey of the Spirit 
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Evaluating the changing Canadian dollar & the industry’s response

Vanessa Santilli, Zachary-Cy Vanasse

LOONIE TUNES

Canadians watch the value of the dollar fastidiously, 

arguably more so than most populations. As a nation in 

which 90 per cent of its citizens live within 160 kilometres 

of the border, we’ve grown accustomed to the fluctuating 

value of the loonie and the ripple effect it has on our economy. 

“Because it’s in the news so much, 

it’s hard not to pay attention to it. 

The Canadian consumer is a very 

educated one,” says Dave Wilkes, 

senior vice-president of government 

relations, Retail Council of Canada.

For years, the value of the Canadian 

dollar paled in comparison to that of 

the U.S., to the tune of 60 cents on 

the dollar at some of its lowest points. 

With the recession, experienced 

more dramatically in the U.S. than in Canada,  its value actually 

surpassed that of the greenback. 

The dollar held in the $0.95 to $1.05 range up until approximately 

midway through 2013, and then it started dropping, until it hit 

approximately 90 cents at the end of the year. 

In reaction to this, some tour operators such as Air Canada 

Vacations, Sunwing & Signature Vacations and Transat,  began 

to adjust their respective prices, adding currency surcharges 

and adapting fees accordingly. 

The adjustments shouldn’t have come as a surprise to 

many Canadians as basic economics tell us that someone, 

somewhere has to bear the brunt of the depreciated dollar. 

“And that is going to be reflected 

in the higher cost of travel,” says 

Ambarsih Chandra, an assistant 

professor at the Rotman School of 

Management. 

Other companies were able to 

successfully ride out the downward 

turn. One such organization was The 

Travel Corporation, which credited 

its ability to stay the course on pricing 

in the face of the lagging loonie due 

to precise and calculated planning.

In fact, properly anticipating the market and the changing 

value of the dollar allowed them to maintain steady pricing, 

which likely won them points with conscientious travellers. 

“Consumer confidence in our prices 

and value guarantee is a key part 

of the experience we strive to offer 

every client that travels with us,” 

TravCorp - Canada President Jeff 

Element said when the company 

announced it would not be 

implementing a surcharge. 

“This past year, early on, some 

people didn’t believe us that prices 

were going where they were but 

in the end – when the Canadian dollar moved around – we 

were portrayed in a much better light than maybe most in the 

industry,” he later tells PAX. 

Dave Wilkes

Ambarsih Chandra

Jeff Element
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However, “getting the calculations right” in order to maintain 

consumer confidence in the face of a consistently migrating 

dollar is easier said than done. In an industry where margins are 

already thin, finding the necessary space in which to maneuver 

such situations can be quite difficult for some companies – 

especially those catering to a price conscious customer base. 

“We sell our packages to customers 

at almost cost price, so we have 

no wiggle room to offset any drop 

in the currency value,” said Transat 

spokesperson Debbie Cabana. 

“The weaker dollar increased our 

operating expenses by 2.7 per cent 

or $14 million, mainly for hotel and 

fuel costs.”

For companies generating minimal 

profit from package sales, the 

capacity to implement a currency surcharge represents one 

of the few options available to them when the loonie takes 

a dive. And even that isn’t necessarily enough to change 

fortunes entirely. 

“It will be impossible, despite the 

measures in place, to fully offset the 

significant increase in operational 

costs that stems from the weakening 

Canadian dollar,” said Denis Pétrin, 

vice-president of finance and 

administration and chief financial 

officer at Transat when the company 

announced its Q1 results for 2014. 

The big question going forward 

then for travel companies trying to 

navigate the dollar’s trajectory is: where is it expected to go?

In his report for TD Economics titled “The Call of the Loonie,” 

chief economist Craig Alexander said the loonie could slide 

to as low as 85 cents by mid-2014 if the current economic 

environment continues. 

“The economic fundamentals have been flashing warning signs 

for the loonie, but more dovish messaging from the Bank of 

Canada gave markets a green light to take the currency to its 

lowest level in four years,” Alexander 

wrote in his January report. 

He adds that as inflation picks up in 

Canada and interest hikes become 

more imminent, the loonie will likely 

to return to around the 90-cent level 

by the middle of 2015. 

“A weaker currency does have mixed 

effects on the Canadian economy. 

But, given the current economic 

realities; a very low level of inflation and competitiveness 

challenges facing the export sector, it is a desirable trend.”

A five-cent swing over the course of 

the next year-plus is most likely good 

news for the travel industry, as the 

main thing to keep in mind when 

looking at the Canadian dollar’s 

value, according to Ted Mallett, 

vice-president and chief economist 

of the Canadian Federation for 

Independent Business, is not the 

actual dollar value, but rather the 

likelihood that the value holds. 

“We always want to see as stable a dollar as possible,” Mallet 

says. “It’s not so much the level that matters, it’s where one 

expects it to be over a longer period of time. Whenever there’s 

a large shift over a short period of time, that’s where it causes 

problems.”

Of course, major changes in the value of the dollar are, by 

their very nature, more or less unpredictable. While overall 

economic trends can be forecasted like the weather, drastic 

variations are frequently caused by unexpected economic 

events that few see coming. And no one ever expects the 

unexpected. 

money sense

Debbie Cabana

Denis Pétrin

Ted Mallett

Craig Alexander

“We always want to see  
as stable a dollar as possible.”

- Ted Mallett
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future proof

I speak at dozens of industry events and conventions every 

year. When I do a workshop for front-line travel consultants, I 

always pose the same question. I tell them to imagine that I’m 

an ordinary web-surfing travel shopper, then I ask: “Why should 

I use you instead?”  

You might think the room would erupt into shouts of: Service! 

Experience! Advice! Support! Supplier relationships! Sure, that 

does eventually happen, but only after a long, awkward pause. 

The problem is, travel consultants may know how to sell other 

companies’ (suppliers) products but they’re not well-versed in 

selling themselves.

When I speak to agency owners or managers, there is a similar 

response when it comes to marketing and promoting their own 

value. Bridging these gaps and creating a promotional strategy 

begins by understanding the difference between traveller needs 

and desires.

Many surveys, magazines, and social media platforms have 

revealed a supposed trend: most people don’t think they need 

a travel agent. I disagree of course, and I’m sure you do as well. 

Frankly, nobody actually needs to travel at all. From cruises to 

flop-and-drop beach vacations to high-adventure in the Andes: 

none of these are needs. They are desires. 

We all have needs, but these basically come down to vital 

requirements for survival. Travel, on the other hand, is all about 

dreams! Needs emerge from our heads, but desires live in our 

hearts. We invest far more emotional energy in desires than needs. 

Travel shopping is much the same; consumers are not hoping to 

fulfill any particular need. It simply comes down to desires.  

So with that in mind, if consumers don’t think they need you, 

then you have to make them want you. That means shifting 

your focus, and possibly changing some habits. It could in fact 

mean a major shift.

When we call travel agencies during our “secret shopper” studies, 

we encounter an all too familiar pattern. Within minutes, we are 

asked questions like: Where would you like to go? When are thinking 

of going? How long do you want to stay? Are you looking for 3-star, 

4-star or 5? and so on. These are important questions, but they’re 

no different from those asked by popular travel apps and websites.  

More to the point: they are about the needs, not desires.  

They also do nothing to communicate and promote your real 

value. Fulfilling desires does not come from selling – it requires 

consulting. If done well, sales and bookings will follow. If you charge 

a professional fee, revenue can even be earned long before the 

sale. However, we have found that while sales training is common 

in this industry, learning the fine art of consulting is a challenge.

Selling vs. consulting

Selling is defined as presenting options and information to 

prospective customers. Consulting is defined as asking the right 

questions, in order to do the right research, in order to make the 

right recommendations for prospective clients. It might sound 

time-consuming, but in fact, if you follow the right process, it can 

be far more efficient, with sales (and bookings) the natural result.  

Another benefit to learning and delivering a consulting experience 

is that it offers the very thing no website or app can ever satisfy: the 

fulfillment of desires. The machines may be an option for simple 

needs, but only a human consultant can speak to your heart. 

That is an image well worth promoting! 

Nolan Burris

the art of becoming future-proof

Projec ting the Rig ht Ima g e

Nolan Burris Burr is is a top-sel l ing author, former travel agent, fai led musician and 

self-professed techno-geek. He’s also a popular international speaker both inside 

and outside of the travel industry. He is the founder and chief Visioneer of Future 

Proof Travel Solutions in Vancouver, Br it ish Columbia: futureprooftravel.com.
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from  the  industry 

More hotels, more tour operators, more host agencies; more competition - that about sums 
up what’s been going on in the travel industry over the past few months. Check out some of 
the top headlines that caught the attention of our readers. Find daily national travel industry 
news updates on PAXnews.com, or PAXnewsWest.com for news from Western Canada.

india – new director

itravel2000 appointments changes at ac, acv

linton lands

more viking ships

bulsara makes a move

Three years after the departure of 
Ronjon Lahiri, India Tourism Toronto 
introduced Anil Oraw as its new director. 
Oraw has previously worked in Sydney, 
Australia and Frankfurt, Germany.

Omar Ahmad has been appointed  
to president at itravel2000, while  
Dean Moore (pictured here), former 
CEO of Thomas Cook North America, 
takes on the role of COO.

Zeina Gedeon (above) has left her 
position as Air Canada’s VP e-commerce, 
product distribution & sales development. 
Duncan Bureau will be replacing her in the 
role of VP, global sales, effective June 9.

Mark Linton has joined Merit Travel Group 
in the newly established role of vice-
president, business development. An 
industry veteran with more than 30 years 
experience, Linton most recently worked 
at RBC Insurance. 

Viking Cruises will launch 12 new river 
vessels in 2015 and two additional ocean 
ships in 2016, bringing the company’s total 
fleet to 67 vessels. 

Former MyEscapades General Manager 
Firdosh Bulsara has been named to the 
role of vice-president, commercial for 
TravelBrands Inc.’s ALBATours division, taking 
over for Gianni Bragagnolo after 37 years.

cirque heads to mexico

Cirque du Soleil has unveiled JOYÀ, a theatrical and culinary experience that will open 
this fall at the new Cirque du Soleil Theater in Riviera Maya. 



1 - TPI President & CEO Morris Chia, 
along with Rhonda LaFosse, regional 
sales manager, and Tim Morgan, vice-
president, connect with advisors at the 
20th Anniversary Summit series show in 
Toronto.

2 - U.S. Department of Commerce, 
National Travel and Tourism Office 
economist presents to Discover 
America Canada: Mark Brown, 
economist; Sana Keller, director 
Canada, Brand USA; John Kirk, 
director, Porter Escapes; Chris 
Robinson, host, The Chris Robinson 
Travel Show; & Stephen Fine, 
president, CrorssBorderShopping.ca. 

3 - VisitScotland hosted a SCOTSagent 
& BRIT agent breakfast. Seen here, 
L-R: Lynda Falcone, travel trade 
manager - Canada, VisitBritain; 
C la i re-Jayne Se l le r,  ass i s tant 
marketing manager of trade & 
partnerships, VisitScotland; Michael 
Bremmer, Highland Experience 
Tours; & Linda McAllister, marketing 
manager of trade & partnerships, 
VisitScotland. 

4 - At an event celebrating Lufthansa’s 
first-ever service from Toronto to Munich: 
Angela Geissler, account director - North 
America, Munich Airport; Hans DeHaan, 
director - Canada, Lufthansa Group; & 
Susan Krulic, international marketing - 
North America, Bavaria Tourism. 

5 - Etihad hosts a VIP reception 
for its Canadian travel partners. 
Pictured are James Harrison, country 
manager Canada, Etihad Airways; 
James Mueller, senior VP sales, Etihad 
Airways; Evanka Osmak, celebrity 
MC; & Geert Boven, senior VP, The 
Americas, Etihad Airways. 

6 - Avalon Waterways discusses new 
ships & new destinations at a Toronto 
media event: Scott Nisbet, CEO - North 
America, Globus family of brands; Patrick 
Clarke, managing director, Avalon 
Waterways; Patrice Geske, marketing 
manager, Globus family of brands; & 
Stephanie Bishop, managing director - 
Canada, Globus family of brands.
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from  the  industry

westjet for iphonemckenna takes helm yyc-los cabos

photo captions

WestJet has launched an iPhone app 
which guests can use for check-in, 
access to flight status information, 
plus the ability to keep a list of all the 
places users visited and view a real-time 
countdown for the next getaway.

David McKenna, former vice-president 
hotels & attractions at Brewster Travel 
Canada, has officially taken on the 
role of president. He has been leading 
the company as interim president since 
January 2014.

With the launch of Transat Holidays & 
Nolitours 2014-2015 sun program, a new 
service from Edmonton to Los Cabos 
will operate weekly from December to 
April, and Winnipeg will take possession 
of a new dedicated Boeing 737.

1 - Anne Murray, VP, marketing & 
communications, Vancouver Airport 
Authority and Renee Smith-Valade, 
VP, customer experience, Air Canada 
rouge, at the official launch of 
the carrier’s service to several U.S. 
destinations from YVR. 

2 - At the annual ‘Bula Marau’ road 
show in Vancouver: Sera Cawanibuka, 
acting regional director, Americas, 
Tourism Fiji; Denise Flemig, BDM, Western 
Canada, Goway; & Coral Perry, area 
sales manager, Canada, Fiji Airways.

3 - Of Sunwing Travel Group: Sofia 
Ferreira, BDM, B.C.; Lexi Lipitkas, director, 
group sales; & Karen Howse, BDM, B.C., 
at Sunwing/Signature Presentation 
Series in Vancouver.

4 - Melissa Andretta, manager, marketing 
& communications, Icelandair, and 
Craig Richmond, president & CEO, 
Vancouver Airport Authority, at 
Icelandair’s Vancouver launch after 
exchanging gifts of native-crafted wool 
sweaters from B.C. & Iceland.

5 - Of ABC Global Services: Patricia 
Free, VP, business development, and 
Eric Altschul, CEO, at a trade show & 
networking reception in Vancouver.
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on the floor at Tianguis 2014
The 39th annual Tianguis Turistico 

conference took place in May, for 

the first time in Quintana Roo, Mexico. 

In all, more than 3,000 suppliers were 

on-hand to meet with nearly 850 buyers 

from 61 countries – a record-breaking 

year, resulting in more than 38,000 

business appointments over three days. 

América Angulano, public relations - the State of Guiarro, Piquis Rochin, international promotion 

director, Acapulco Destination Marketing Office & Arely Figueroa Serna, director of public 

relations - Acapulco Destination Marketing Office gear up for 40th Tianguis in their home region.

Kevin Froemming, executive VP & chief 

marketing officer, Playa Hotels & Resorts, spoke to 

PAX about the brand’s ‘evolution of all-inclusive.’

Mary Santonato, Handa Travel Group, with 

Jonathan Ruiz, Karisma’s senior business 

development manager - Canada.

Bill Bowers, North America sales - 

Decameron Hotels, with Sal Esposito Jr., 

COO, skyauction.com.

Riu Hotels & Resorts representatives Rosario 

Viruell Gómez, sales manager – Latin America, 

and Paris Cendejas, director of markets.

The Mexico Tourism Board’s Canadian team, 

from L-R: Cesar Mendoza, director - Western 

Canada, Rodrigo Esponda, director - Canada, 

& Manuel Montelongo, director - Quebec.

Of Blue Diamond Hotels & Resorts, 

pictured here are Todd Kirlick, director, 

sales & marketing, USA & Canada, with 

Delia Osegueda, national sales manager,  

North America.
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Pax recommends. . .

Cold Hard Truth: On Business, Money & Life
By: Kevin O’Leary

Good To Great: Why Some Companies Make 
the Leap...And Others Don’t
By: Jim Collins

Wisdom Meets Passion
By: Dan Miller, Jared Angaza

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: 
Powerful Lessons in Personal Change
By: Stephen R. Covey

The Four-Hour Workweek
By: Timothy Ferris

How to Win Friends and Influence People
By: Dale Carnegie

Originally written in the 1930s, this book still applies to 
the workforce of  today because of  its practical advice 
for working towards success. With six major sections, it 
covers the fundamentals of  handling people (ie Don’t 
criticize, condemn or complain), to advice on winning 
people over to your way of  thinking and how to be a 
leader. No wonder the book has sold more than 15 
million copies worldwide.

Based on a five-year research project, this book 
addresses the question: can a good company 
become a great company, and if  so, how? Author 
Jim Collins has taken the information gathered and 
defined seven characteristics of  companies that 
were able to go from good to great, such as Level 
5 Leadership, Culture of  Discipline and what he 
calls, The Flywheel.

Be proactive, begin with the end in mind and put first 
things first are a few of  the seven principles presented 
in this book, which describes an approach to being 
effective in the workplace. It lays everything out in 
three categories - independence, interdependence, 
and continuous improvements - and calls for a change 
in mindset, focusing on principles such as fairness, 
integrity, honesty, and human dignity. 

Sound too good to be true? Not so, says Tim Ferris, who 
wrote this book as a guide to how people can decrease 
their workweek to only four hours while still making a 
healthy living. It may sound unrealistic, but Ferris argues 
it is achievable by following the steps presented. Even 
if  you can’t make it happen, his advice can be applied 
to any professional looking to work more efficiently 
and effectively.

This successful entrepreneur, now most known as the 
celebrity from Dragon’s Den & Shark Tank, shares 
his insights on entrepreneurship, business, money 
and life in a “brutally honest” memoir that helps 
guide people to establishing a competitive edge.

Addressing the dichotomy now faced between the 
wisdom of  the Baby Boomer generation and the passion 
of  Generation Y, this book looks at various generational 
approaches to work, money, success, and relationships. 
The authors argue that the question is not which is 
better – wisdom or passion – but rather, how the two 
can work together.






